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ABSTRACT
This paper clarifies the components that define a group and describes a specific group structure, the conference gro up model at Bank
Street College of Education. It concludes with a reflective analysis of the
conference group I participated in during m y graduate study at Bank
Street College .
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION
AND RATIONALE

1

1

This paper seeks to darify the components that define a group. Included in this descriptive analysis is a definition of a group, historical
tre nds in group formatio n, gro up processes, roles and evalution. This
general essay is followed by a closer examinatio n of a specific group
struc ture, the conference group model at Bank Street College of Education, and the final chapte r contains a re flecti\·e analysis o f the confere nce
group I participated in during m y graduate study at Bank Street College.
It is cumbe rsome to refer co individuals using both genders so fo r the
sake of readability, I have chosen the masculine fo rm w he n referring to
stude nts and leaders in groups o ther than Bank Streets ' Conference
group model. The role of advisor in the Bank Street model is feminine.
This type of evaluation is based o n a commitment to the validity of a
participant's analysis o f an educational experience. There are a variety of
techniques that can be used to evaluate a group experience including use
o f an o bserver w ithin the group, interviews with mem bers, checklists
and written documents. I was able to use videotapes of o ur group
meetings w hich enabled me to participate in the group and later to
observe the group interactions in depth .
The advantages of a participant's analysis are being recognized as a
valuable researc h technique and one chat permits a more naturalistic
analysis of a group because the participant has in fact experienced the
group as it occurred. The trend in research during the late 19th and early
20th century was based o n quantitative objective measu res, facts and
external influe nces that affec t human behavior. Recent tre nds have become mo re humanistic and state that ·'perceptions and understandings that come from immersion in the wholistic regard fo r particular
1

phenomena are most val uable." 1 This type of research has been labeled
naturalistic generalization and is defined by Stake as " generalizations that
develop w ithin a person as a product of experience . They derive from
the tacit kn owledge of how things are, why they are , how people feel
abo ut them and how these things are likely to be later on in other places
w ith which this person is familiar. " 2
The philosophical roots fo r the trend of naturalistic generalization
are based o n two hypotheses: naturalistic ecological, which states that
human behavio r is shaped by the setting in which it occurs; and
qualitative phenomenological, which states that human behavior canno t
be understood w itho ut understanding the framework w ithin which subjects interpret their tho ughts, feelings and actions by engaging directly
w ith others.3
Outgrowths of the naturalisitic ecological and qualitative pheno menological hypo theses have included symbolic interactionism an d
ethnomethodo logy. 4 Symbo lic interactionism focuses on the ways people interpret situations and seeks to understand roles, norms, values and
goals w ithin a gro up experience. Ethnomethodology emphasizes how it
is p eople define and interpret the situation and thus create meaning fro m
the gro up experience.
The participant researcher's role differs from the traditional neutral
ro le o f the researcher, and he is encouraged to immerse himself in the experience in order to fully understand it. There is a continuum of participatory roles including comp lete participant, participant as observer,
observer as participant and complete o bserver, The use of videotapes
enabled me to take d ual roles o f complete part icipant during the group
experience and complete o bserver when viewing the tapes.
Th e goals of naturalistic generalization and participatory research
are: (1) to develop an understanding of the values, meanings and interpretatio ns of human behavio r fro m the subject's framework, (2Y to
recognize the importance of content, (.3) to emphasize descriptive
analysis, (4) to use an additional research strategy recognizing the vario us
methods of conducting research including flexible unstructured research
design , and (5) to engage in genuine social interactio n over time.s
2

The critics o f this type of research have focused on the impact o f the
researcher's presence on the group interactions. They state that the data
is biased because it has been filtered through the eyes of the researcher.
They also state that the data must be termed unrepresentative o r reactive
because o f the distortion that comes from the researcher's presence, and
finally that the data is limited because of the inability of the participant/observer to be in all places at one time.
One canno t dismiss the validity of this criticism, but the critics need
to recognize that this criticism can be applied to all research. Even quantitative research is influenced by the biases and perspectives of the researcher and is in some ways obtrusive. The advantage to the participant
researcher is that he is clearly conscious of his subjective involvement
and actively seeks to minimize contamination-or states clearly w hen he
is responding only subjectively. The closer the experience is to the
researcher the mo re accurate, consistent and plausible his conclusions
will be. His focus is o n the particular experience, and he recognizes the
uniqueness of the setting and subjects. One needs to recognize the limitation of this type of naturalistic study, but it is my contention that the
depth of analysis available through participation in the experience
e nables one to learn from the particular experience and to determine
what might be useful to look at in other settings.

3

Chapter II

WHAT IS A GROUP?
A group is a voluntary gathering of three or more persons in a
face to face relation under leadership, who hat•e a common goal or
aim and who interact with one another relatil'e to the common plans
or goals, as a result of which personality growth may be el'oked. · ·
-S. R. Stt\·son

Definition of a Group
There is no universally accepted definitio n of a group. Each type of
group bases its definition o n the theory behind the forma tion of the
group, and therefore the emphasis varies according to the purpose of the
group and the means to attain these goals.
It is necessary to limit one's definition of a gro up in o rder to differentiate groups from other interactions. Every human contact activates
interaction but clearly every contact cannot be considered a group experience. There are specific qualities necessary in forma tion of a group.
For the purposes of this paper, S. R. Slavson's definition, which encompasses the following characteristics, w ill be accepted. There must be a
small number of participants-at least three but limited to allow fo r face
to face interaction-which differentiates a group from a crowd, mass or
audience. There must a common purpose and interaction, based on this
purpose. There must also be leadership and finall y the potential for personality growth within the group processes must be present.
History of Groups
The common purpose or goal of the group varies with individual groups.
However, a historical study of groups indicates the goals of a group tend
to focus on developing self-awareness and understanding and/or furthering societal attitudes and values necessary for social living.
A brief examination of the history of groups helps to clarify the
nature of groups in general and the influence o f society as a whole o n
I
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group development . Groups have been present for as far back as history
goes, but we have focused on groups as such for approximately two hundred years .
In the 1890's the emphasis was on rational decisions. Emotions were
considered unimportant and were repressed . The result was the fo rmation o f authoritarian groups. The assumption was that the leader knew
all, gave the rewards (including money) and accepted responsibility for
the group. The mo tivation was extrinsic , that is, based on reward or
punishment, and competition was emphasized believing in Darw in's
theory of " survival of the fittest." Group members reacted to the leader,
not other members.
In the early l 900's society moved toward a fascination with scientific method. The key to know ledge was direct observation, and the individual was now respected. It was during this time that the field o f
sociology began , and the w ritings of respected authorities such as Peirce,
James and Dewey caused peo ple to focus on interpersonal relationships.
It w as also a time for pragmatism, and the goal was to find what worked
best. As a result small groups were formed as a means of solving pro blems
based on the assumption that decisions could be reached democratically.
Despite this belief in democratic principles, within groups there was little
interaction between members, and individual members remained subordinate to the group leader. The purpose o f groups was to improve
tho ught, which continued the trend of diminishing the role of emo tions.
The ultimate impo rtance of a group was based o n its performance.
By the end of the l 940's technological advances resulted in a change
of emphasis. Machines could produce more than man, and man was seeking new sources of meaning. The depersonalization that resulted fro m
the machine age caused a sense of emptiness and loneliness for individuals, and this resulted in a new need " to belong,·' which in turn
caused widespread po pularity of groups in general.
The groups in many cases were superficial in nature, but they served
as a way for people to get used to being group members, to begin to
recognize similar purposes, and informally begin to learn skills for group
participation. The attitude regarding groups reflected the changing
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nature of society. There was a search fo r meaning, and the emphasis was
on the present w ith contempt voiced for the past. It became the age of
immediacy, and groups reflected this as their goals became to get
demands met. Group action was judged by the outcome , and the mo\·ement was toward small cohesive groups that could get the job done
quickly. There was an acceptance of impulsive behavio r, and group pro- ·
cesses included involvement, conflict and negativism . Any method that
resulted in quickly bringing about change was valued, and emotions
were seen as the way to induce these changes. Conflict was viewed as an
aid to self-understanding, but it was said to be dependent on caring and a
sense of responsibility between group members. The key words were
"open, honest, tell it like it is" and the groups were entitled T groups or,
later, encounter groups. The trend was toward belief in intrinsic moti\·ation, and as stated by Kurt Lewin trends have a direct influence on
groups: " Life in general and interpersonal relationships in the group setting in particular are influenced by the current trends.' ' 7 Current issues o f
self-renewal were the focus, not cognitive decision making.
In the SO's spokespersons, such as Samuel Beck, reflected the belief
in emotions as the key to understanding when he stated: " We cannot
know without the intellect; we do not know until we experience the
emotion.' ' 8 The usefulness of groups was seen as means for developing
more meaningful life issues and healthier interpersonal relationships.
Group values reflected changes in growing fields of study such as
psychology and began to emphasize the usefulness of expressing personal concerns, the importance o f past emotions on self-examination
and the ability to change behavior. The kind of decisions and relationships were seen as influenced by the depth of the emotional commitment.
People continued to exam_ine the effects of the group o n selffulfillment. Carl Rogers emphasized the need for the right climate in his
"self-theory" w hich stated that given the right atmosphere man will
move in the directio n o f more fulfilling constructive behavior. Lewin felt
the member changed with the group and Helen Durkin began to express
6

the danger of ventilation and the need fo r insigh t in o rder to insure
understanding the past in relatio nshi p to the present .
In the sixties and se·enties groups continued to emphasize more intrinsic mo tivation. The key was to perceive "where we are at," and the
directio n and purpose o f the group became subject to mo re rapid
changes based o n developing group needs.
Group Models

A closer look at models o f groups in the past and present can fu rther an
unde rstanding o f group characteristics. The particular type of group is
subject to man y variables . Groups are no t fixed either quantitati,·ely o r
qualitatively.
There are three basic theoretical models fo r groups. Groups can be
based o n an autho ritarian model. democratic model o r gro up-centered
mo del. Variances of these models have been developed w hich mee t
sp ecific requireme nts and needs. such as psychothe rapy groups, T
gro ups and educatio nal groups.
Gro ups may diffe r in their o rganization , leade rship, structure and
purpose . The o ldest and most commo n group is autho ritarian in principle . It may be o rganized around a specific topic, such as an educational
gro up which is based o n securing ideas and making decisio ns.
Aut ho ritarian gro ups can be found in business, ind ustry, counseling
bureaus, psychological clinics and government. The theoretical basis is
built o n the associatio n theories of learning. The assumptio n is that o ne
learns b y associating a learned idea with a new idea. Attention is on the
relatio n between individuals and objects w ith an ex ternal objecti,·e approach to be havior: that is, behavio r is the result of externally controlled
stimulus. One learns fro m o utside influences, and change in beha,·ior is
the result of learning the connections and inte rrelationships which exist
in con ditio ns outside oneself. One learns from autho rity figures,
(teachers, e mployers) . Each member is separate but no t totally unique;
that is, a leader can mo tivate and lead to conformity many separate individuals in just the same way. The groups usually sit in rows facing the
.leader w ho speaks to the me mbers. Recently autho ritarian gro ups have
7

begun to sit in circles o r horseshoe shapes, but communicatio n remains
leade r to membe r and member to leader. The leader is pe rceived by
himself and the members as superio r in knovvledge, and his functio n is to
instruct and direct. He tends to be fo rceful, e ne rgetic and well-organized.
The me mbers func tio n is to understand the ideas and demands of the
leader, no t to develop relatio nships with o ther members o r assume responsibility for the o utcome of the group .
The democratic model is based o n the goal of develo ping the potential of individuals to work o n thei r own needs and to be able to help
othe rs work o n theirs. The process is open and developmental. The
leader and membe rs explo re together, and the interactio n is three-way;
membe r to membe r, member to leader, and leader tO me mbe r.
Democratic gro ups can be fo und in schools, industry, recreatio nal
centers, businesses and clinics. The theoretical basis is a field theory of
learning. Each person is seen as the center of his own field and the emphasis is o n relations between people. The leader takes an inte rnal approach and tries to understand the member fro m the member's point of
view. Inte ractio n is the key to understanding, and it is by nature always
c hanging. The group graduall y becomes a group, and its unity is based o n
a feeling of safety, acceptance and a sense of responsibility to help each
m e mber individually and as a gro up. The members are seen as po tential
contributors and are encouraged to participate. The leader is accepted as
a me mber but in a slightly different way. He has to be a democratic person and believe in the capabilities of the individual mem bers. He has to
sublimate his needs and direct his energies to helping members clarify
their inte rests. He serves as a model in developing listening skills and
h elps develo p the abilities of members to questio n, react, clarify, reflect
and synthesize w hat they have learned through the group experience. He
must establish the climate in w hich all members will feel safe to participate and will begin to develo p a sense of responsibility and caring fo r
one anothe r.
The third basic model has been termed group-cente red, and its
e mphasis is o n the release of the gro up 's po tential capacities and the
deve lopment o f the individual member's independe nce and self8
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responsibility. The goals are determined by the membe rs and include
establishing a non-threatening climate, decreasing barriers that inte rfe re
with communication, and increasing participatio n. The process is new to
many and gains are individualistic. Frequently members are better able to
understand and in many cases rebuild their personal value system . The
groups tend to proceed through themes, and topics frequently reappear.
Due to the individualistic nature of the gains, there is also a great deal o f
variance in the amount of growth. The member w ho comes into the
group able and interested in self-focus is able to realize the most growth.
The individual member who is tied to his intellect and closed to selffocus gains the least. The possibility of releasing the therapeutic po te ntial
of the group is present and again determined by the stage of the individual group members. The leadership has to believe in and be able to
evaluate the ability of a group to direct itself. It is difficult to lead this type
of group and accept that group members are able to evaluate and will do
so, that their evaluations will advance progress of the group and that in
doing this they will increase their own intelligence regarding interpersonal relationships. The leader has to be genuine in his warmth, empathy
and non-evaluative attitude toward each individual member. He must be
able to listen , clarify, reflect, synthesize and summarize each member's
contributions. His attitude must convey his firm belief in the group
members, their abilities and willingness to accept respo nsibility. He must
see to it that there is free communication between membe rs, that the
climate is accepting and that the o ppo rtunity to participate is shared
equally. Mernbe rs develop the skills necessary for this type of group participatio n through effective role models, and gradually each member
develops some of the leadership functio ns_; Group centered groups have
been useful in educational, management, counseling and therapy settings. Their use is limited only b y the leader's conviction and belief in applying the principles to interpersonal relationships. The theoretical basis
is self theory, which holds as its basic assumption that each self has a
single goal, that of " realizing itself in accordance with its nature ." This
has been termed "rationality of the organism" and is said to
-be expressed through a creative biological urge which mo tivates a
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continuous striving against most difficult odds. The development of the
individual comes from his perceptions, know ledge and ability to learn
from experiences as well as the satisfaction of ego needs, which include
the desire to be accepted and respected by others and the need to be
useful, o f service to oneself and others. 9 A change is always possible provided the climate is one that accepts the individual and facilitates change
and growth.
Specific models of groups include psychotherapy groups, T groups,
sensitivity gro ups, encounter groups, educational groups, gro up therapy
and participation/training groups. There is clearly overlap between these
models, and frequently differences are so subtle that they are clear only
to the group leade r. However, a brief descriptio n of each of these models
is useful in highlighting the purpose of groups in general.
The psychotherapy group has maximum latitude, but it must be lead
by a trained therapist. There is no common purpose as such; rather, each
individual has his own goal of mental health. The members are lead to
reenact the response patterns of their formative years. They are
encouraged to regress, then release, which leads to insights and selfunderstanding. Every stage must be met w ith a therape utically appropriate and specific response by the therapist. The theoretical basis is
psychoanalytic.
T group, encounter groups and sensitivity groups differ from one
group to another. The basic issues are homogeneous or heterogeneous
groupings, how the group is formed (self formed or directed from outside sources) and how the group is maintained.
The leader o f a T group is called a trainer, and like a group centered
group, a T group depends on the responsible and caring relatio nship of
each member for the other members. It differs in how it views change
takes p lace and in its method . The trainer enco urages permissiveness and
acceptance. but he restricts the purposes of the group. In general there
are three goals: the development of behavio ral skills, the development of
the ability to perceive the consequences of one's actions and to learn
from this, and the development o f concepts and theoretical insights
.which aid in understanding group functioning and its relation to personal
10

goals and values. Lectures present concepts that gene rally include community and role dynamics, behavio ral change, change agents and application and individual and small-group dynamics. The process is
designed to deeply involve the member and is based on values and info rmation, use of ambiguity and frustration and the interve ntio n o f the
trainer to focus on the present. Initially there is a lack of structure which
is supposed to cause frustration. The trainer intervenes by po inting o ut
irrelevance of the discussions to present needs and challenges the
members to develop skills necessary for giving and receiving help and
then assists members in self study. Learning is to take place fro m interaction, and this develops a self-identity that is active, reflective and able to
engage in realistic relationships . The theoretical basis is dependent o n the
trainer's background but in general uses many group theories including
authoritarian, democratic and group centered when the traine r finds
them useful.
Encounter groups have become po pular and encompass many
diverse groups. These groups reflect society's trend of explaining change
as a result of experience and not necessarily insight. Leaders are no t
trained therapists but have some training in social o r behavioral sciences.
Members are primarily middle class and are often recruited by leaders
who believe everyone can benefit from an encounter gro up. The group
experience is intensive and based on the members' active, o pen involvement. The method emphasizes the emotional, not cognitive processes.
The process is complete and varies with different groups in its openness
and tole rance for ambiguity, which is determined by the leader and
members. Burton describes the process " as a respo nse o f the w hole person." 10 It is " acting o ut" not just w ishing-with emphasis o n the external- the member is encouraged to do, not discuss. Patterns o f behavior
have been noted from a general milling around and resisting personal expression to expressing deep and negative feelings. The patterns are said
to move toward gro up development o f a healing cap acity to selfacceptance, the beginning of change, to confrontation and finall y the
basic en cou nte r. The lead e r is primaril y a · fa ci lit a t o r
dealing with feelings more than thinking. He is a part o f the group but
11

distinct from the members. He is permissive but also directive and
evaluative . Leaders use different methods and do not feel compelled to
follow consistent theoretical guide lines. The members are pushed to involvement by lack of structure and goals, and they are pushed to interact.
These interactions initially are generally negative, which is felt to be
necessary before true exploratio n can take place. It is felt that o nly after
the members have attacked and been attacked can they break through
their defenses and gradually change their negative attitudes to more
critical and constructive ones . There is pressure on each member to open
up and deal with past experiences, then face present concerns. Other
members do not allow individual members to stop. After having expressed themselves, they are relentless in their demands from o thers to open
up too. They question, probe and push. Many theories form the bases o f
e ncounter groups, and theory is seen as secondary to procedure . The
emphasis is o n involvement, and the means to involvement need not be
theoretically consistent but are determined by the individual leader, w ho
is free to establish the limits. The leader's role of setting up guidelines
leads to a general acceptance of authoritarian principles, but aspects o f
other theories such as psychoanalytic, Gestalt, and self-theory may be
present.
A sensitivity group emphasizes emo tion and feeling as the only
necessary source of understanding. As in the encounter group, there is a
glorification of open, honest expression and a reliance on the expedient-what works now. Unlike the encounter group, sensitivity groups
emphasize the rootlessness of behavior and feel it is not tied to the past
but dependent only on the here and now. Leaders neglect symbolic
references and emphasize things as well as people. The process has been
termed idolization and is said to be based on limitless causatio n an d
therefore by ch oice does not apply any one or consistent theoretical
b ase.
Educational groups have specific goals and can be more o bjectively
measured b y assessing the attainment of an end product. The focus is on
ideas not emotio ns, and the goal of the leader is to develop critical
thinking. The leader, usually a teacher, questions, challenges and
12

provokes the members into analyzing info rmation and encourages collaboration and active exploration of each member's contributions. He
also models basic group skills of listening, reflecting and synthesizing.
Group counseling is based on interpersonal interactio ns. The goal is
to satisfy emo tio nal needs, to understand and resoh·e conflict. The process is based on developing critical thinking, analyzing and reflecting on
e mo tional content. The leader is permissive and accepting and needs to
encourage mutual support. Group therapy follows group counseling
principles, but its members may suffer minor reactions to situational
stress. The leader, usually a psychologist or social worker, has the goal of
freeing patients and encouraging spontaneity and the capacity for emotional growth. The leader is a trained mental health professional, but not
necessarily in psychoanalytic theory.
Participation/training groups have thegoal of training members and
leaders to perform mo re efficiently. They may be intensive workshops
that take place during a weekend or may be less intensive adult educatio n
programs. Participation/training groups are content oriented, and the
goal is to learn subject matter and use the group to practice methods. The
process is generally a brief lecture by the leader fo llowed by discussion
by members . There are contrasting views concerning the theoretical
assumptions. The emphasis is on sociodynamics, discussion skills and
learning apart from feeling. There is no treatment function as such in this
type o f a group .

.Group Process
A group by definition implies a dynamic natu re. It is an accepted fact that
interpersonal relationships are constantly changing, adjusting and accommodating for individual needs, and therefore it seems an impossible
task to clearly identify and predict group process. However, studies of
gro ups have clearly identified a relatively consistent sequence in develo pment of groups. The semantics differ, but it is accepted that groups experience a predictable pattern of evolution.
The initial stage usually encompasses the first three meetings. The
atmosphere needs to be established. It is primarily the role of the leader
to create an atmosphere conducive to fulfilling the purpose of the group.

13

Group Process
It is felt that the leader's genuine acceptance w ill be a model for the
me mbers w ho w ill see that the leader is in fac t listening carefull y to each
membe r and responding. The leader should encourage involvement by
all group members. It has been noted that first comments can be highly
significant and that frequently themes and issues which initially occur
reappear throughout the group's existence.
More specific objectives of the first meetings are ( 1) to get started, (2)
to establish how and why the group is to operate, (3) to establish and
clarify the leader's role, (4) to create a climate where goals can be met and
(5) to move the group toward productive functioning. The activities
usually include identification of the members, review of the overall purpose and a discussion of responsibilities. Leaders and theorists differ on
specific mechanics. Some, such as Bonney and Foley (63) feel it is essential to immediately establish expectancy, forego social amenities and
delve into relevant dialogue. Others agree with Beal, Bohlem and
Raudebaugh's belief that human interaction should be based on informality and spontaneity.
The second stage has been termed growth and maturity. It is generally a time for reflectio n and clarification. Members develop their abilities
to questio n , listen and respond. Generalizations are made w henever
appropriate, and members are encouraged to interpret their attitudes and
feelings as they consider the group discussions. It is a time for participation, usually invo lving personal and psychological growth. The individual has moved through stages from the basic drive to belong, to expressing his individual interests, to blocking participation on some level as the
result of fear of rejection , to an adjustment and an ability to trust. An important step d uring this stage is the development of a group identi ty, a
commo n bond or " we feeling."
The final stage has been labeled termination. The purpose is to summarize the work of the group, to determine the accomplishments o f the
gro up and to encourage each individual member to determine what
value the gro up had for him. The issue o f separation needs to be addressed by the leader and the group at this time .
The quality of interaction during each of these stages varies w ith the
.specific composition of the group. Slavson feels the quality is determined
prim.a rily by the level of ego functioning of the individual member. The
member's ego controls determine his ability to tolerate the frustration
14
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inhe re nt in gro up participat io n and to apply some degree o f self restraint .
He feels the cohesive fo rce is the commo n purpose. interest o r aim of the
group. "'·hic h keeps psycho logical pheno mena in control. The group
establishes its code and mechanisms fo r compromise fro m general social
mo res. ;\!e mbers share a basic sun·i\·al e lement, d ri,·e o r purpose. The inte rpe rsonal relatio nships de·eloped bern·een membe rs, and members
and leader cement this commo n purpose . The interaction usuall y consists o f discussio n of ideas and the de\·elopment of camaraderie. but
e motio nal undercurrents are always present and the level of pe rsonal involvem ent is subj ect to change. Generally, the process in based o n
socializatio n and assimilatio n essential fo r human sur\'ival.
The inte raction of the individual members can be characte rized as a
three-\\·ay process: me mber to me mber, membe r to w ho le. and who le to
membe r. It needs to be based o n mutual respect and a w illingness ro risk
getting im·ol\'e d . One needs to be " ·illing ro modify his attitudes, to accept othe r po ints o f view and de\·elo p a sense of res po nsibility to the
gro up . The ski lls necessary fo r this type o f involvement include the ability to o bsen'e, to clarify, comp rehend, analyze, synthesize. interpret and
evaluate . These skills are all dependent o n the basic ability to listen , not
me re ly to focus o n w hat re lates ro o neself but to listen fo r the purpose o f
he lping o the r members as well.
Group Members
Tbe m ea11ing of eacb m em ber ·s e.,perie11ce is i11 la rge part aji111ctio n
of bis perceptio11s. 11

The purpose o f a group is a prime fa cror in de termining the membe rs of
the group. but even w ith clearly stated goals, the indi\'idualistic q ualities
eac h me mbe r brings to the group is the prime de te rminant in the \·alue of
the grou p experience. Group members generally move in the same d irectio n , but the rare of change varies.
One o f the variables that de termines the rate o f growth is the
me m be r' s feelings abo ut himself. It is crucial that a mem ber perceive
himse lf as a necessary part o f the group, that he feel adequate and worthy
o f be ing a group me mber. His basic feeling o f self respect e nables him
to contribute to the group. Psycho therapists, such as Sla\·son , have
15

identified the need to modify one's ego functio ning. The secure individual is able to submit to the group, to become part of the group and
to form a "group ego." 12
Ano the r variable w hich determines the indi vidual member 's effectiveness and ability to grow and profit fro m the group experience is the
ability to listen. This skill needs to continue to develop as an accepting,
caring climate becomes established and the leader models his listening
skills. Other communication skills are important in determining the value
of the group for each member, and these include the ability to express
oneself clearly, to analyze, synthesize and summarize one's own contributio n as well as the contributio ns of the o ther group members.
A final variable in determining the members' rate of growth is the
development of a sense o f responsibility to the group. Rogers describes
this as the ability to retain human dignity and to develop an I- Thou relatio nship. "Regardless of how different our backgrounds may be, we are
at o ne in the experience of living in a baffling universe, uncertain of
which way to turn. 13 The member risks his ambivalent feelings and conscio us o r unconscious resistance because of the sense of responsibility
and caring he feels for the group and its members.
As in gro up process, despite the many individualistic characteristics,
there is an identifiable member process. It is developmental, and there is
always considerable overlap between the stages. The three stages of
membership have been identified: (1) introductory o r unfreezing stage,
(2) moving stage, (3) freezing stage. 14
In the unfreezing stage the member is curio us. He begins to question, and the re is te ntative involvement. He tries hard to relax and to
listen, and if the re is a sense of an understanding atmosphere the member
will begin to feel less uneasy, less inadequate as he sees that the leader
listens to all membe rs.
The moving stage is characte rized by the recognition of diffe rent
positions and attitudes. The member is able to hear conflicting points of
view as creative differences, and he begins to accept the importance of
liste ning to these diffe re nces. The member's relatio nships within the
gro up are also ch anging . The personal interaction is no longer scary as
the individual identifies similar strengths, weaknesses and needs.
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In the freezing stage the member is able to listen, to re flect, clarify
and analyze. He has developed a caring responsible commitment for
others.
This general discussion of how group members function focuses on
the individual growth of the member. One can also focus on the goal of
developing the ability of the group to function as a group. With group
development as the focus, one can study roles within the group membership. Specific group task roles have been identified and labeled based on
the primary descriptive quality of their interaction. These roles include
specialized functions such as an initiator-contributor who suggests new
approaches o r solutions. Included in this list of task roles are the following self-descriptive roles: an information seeker, an opinion seeker, an
information giver, an opinion giver, an elaborator, summarizer,
coordinator-integrator, orienter, disagreer, evaluator-critic, energizer,
procedural technician and a recorder. Roles that have been classified as
group building and maintenance include the harmonizer, compromiser,
gatekeeper and expediter, standard setter, ego ideal, group observer and
commenter. Individual roles, which frequently occur but do not
necessarily aid in group development are the aggressor, blocker, recognition seeker, self-confessor, playboy, dominator, help seeker and special
interest pleader. One could discuss each of these roles and the management of them at great length, but such a discussion in a theoretical situation is not useful. The important axiom to remember when discussing
these roles is that the group must serve the members as well as the
m embers serve the group .
. Group Leader

An accurate description of a group leader is a composite of w hat he is and
what he does. The intangible qualities o f leadership need to be present in
order for the leader to perform his function in the group.
The specific functions of a leader vary with individual groups, but all
group leaders perform the basic functio ns of facilitating an awareness
within group members, encouraging growth and development and
determining an appropriate context for group processes to take place.
There are identifiable functionary stages of leadership. The leader helps
to establish goals that will insure continuity and progress. Goal setting
canno~ be rushed; rather the group leader needs to help the member
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articulate w hat he sees as the purpose of group participation. The effective leader establishes an accepting climate and models his listening skills.
In the second stage, which is charac terized by growth and maturity,
the leader needs to maintain interest and momentum within the group.
He needs to involve each member in a personally meaningful way, and he
needs to be able co perceive progress and acknowledge growth . The
gro up leader also needs to keep communication clear. He needs to clarify
meaning and help members articulate their throughts. He also needs tO
be aw are of the nature of the interpersonal relationships w ithin the group
and their role in the interactions of the group. He needs to look for
broadening attitudes and shifting emphasis confirming interaction and
growth within his group.
The particular functions of the group leader differ with the goals o f
the group and the group processes established . The general functio n is to
facilitate growth, which can be accomplished initially by o rganizing the
gro up then by encouraging each member to improve his communication
skills including listening.
Evaluation
Fo rmal evaluation procedures that objectively no te such fac ts as; w hich
themes and issues recur, how o ften and at whose initiation, role changes,
d egree and type of participation, even flexibility and adaptability with in
members, frequently result in inconclusive or negligible results! 5 This
seems to be based o n an evaluation technique that is predicated on
unrealistic criteria or use of inappropriate evaluative procedures. The
key to gro up evaluatio n seems to be based in its dynamic nature. Group
evaluation needs to be present throughout the group experience, and
many exp erts in the field (Beal, Bahlen, Kemp) feel ongoing evaluation,
planned progress can best be determined by the group itself.
Guidelines need tO be established tO access group functioning.
Usually these guidelines focus on relatedness co society's goals and needs
and o n the personal growth including development of responsib ility
w ithin individual group members.
Evaluatio n can be descriptive and/or interpretive. An observer can
m easure feedback , the type and amount, the development of gro up skills
including decision making and attitudinal changes which may include
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the acceptance of ambiguity, increase in openness, nature and degree of
involvement. The level of the evaluation will help determine the
m ethod; however, there is no universall y accepted method of evaluation.
Research has been based on action research or research in context
which involves the refinement of observational techniques. This should
begin with a need and result in improvement in practice.
Another type of evaluation is based on a critical incident and
carefully evaluates a sample of group interaction. It involves planning,
collecting and reco rding incidents, then analyzing, summarizing, interpreting and finall y reporting them to the group.
Individuals have developed specific evaluative techniques. These include observational cards, member self-evaluative scales, leader's
evaluative scales, and other forms o f self reporting. In general there has
been little if any agreement on how to evaluate groups. Groups seem to
develop as individuals. There are stages of development, but these stages
overlap and the growth is never stagnant. The goal of evaluation
b ecomes to determine and analyze the current stage of the group rather
than to develop an instrument that at best examines only a few of the
elements involved in the group experience.
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Chapter III

BANK STREETIS
CONFERENCE GROUP
MODEL
Historical and Philosophical Roots of Bank Street College
Bank Street began in 1916 as The Bureau of Educational Experiments. Its
roo ts were clearly and firmly implanted in the progressive education
movement. The initial focus was two-fold and encompassed research in
child development and the establishment of an experimental school. In
1930 the Bureau expanded and formalized its teacher training and
established the Cooperative School for Teachers, which emphasized field
work and theory. The advisement process, including group advisement,
was a natural outcome, and in the l 940's the conference group model
was established. In 1950 Bank Street College, as it was now named,
became a certified graduate school of education .
The historical trends of the college have been based on an articulated philosophy which has been labeled a developmental and interactive approach. 16 It encompasses two perspectives from the field of
psychology: psychodynamic theory of personality development and
cognitive theories o f learning.
Six principles concerning the course and mechanisms of develo pment have been formalized, and though they refer to child develo pment
specifically they have shaped teacher training as well. Briefly stated the
principles are (1) children actively seek to engage with the environment,
(2) development moves towards increasing differentiation a11d hierarchic
integration , (3) progress will be erratic-children will frequently have
brief regressions, (4) children do not function on a fixed developmental
level; rather there is a great deal of overlap and a range of stages, (5) selfimage is gradually defined and continually re-assessed and (6) growth involves conflict both internal and external.
Four major developmental processes have been identified and
remain the focus of the Bank Street philosophy. The first has been labeled
competence and involves bringing an individual's potential to the
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highest possible realization and encompasses body and mind. The second, individuality, includes internal and external independence. Socialization is the third process and involves continual controlling and expanding differentiated interactions. The fourth process is integration and
simply stated calls for synthesis of the processes.
Advisement at Bank Street
Advisement is the set of actil'ities. e).periences and understandings
which embodies synthesis of personal and professional. practice and
theory. ' 7
-Dorothy Bloo mfield

The principles and processes articulated in Bank Street's philosophy of
education have led to its model of advisement. There is a deep commitment to the need to prepare teachers as " whole people" and a realization
that this cannot be accomplished without integrating experiences.
Bank Street has and continues to view practice as a necessary source
and purpose of theory. One area of the advisement process is fieldwork
which involves work in a classroom setting or similar educational setting
for one year. The student is supervised by a cooperating teacher and a
Bank Street advisor.
The second area is the conference group, which will be the area of
focus in this paper. It involves a small group of students, usually six to
twelve, and an advisor who meet weekly for two-hour sessions. The content is unstructured, and the purpose is to give the students opportunities
to integrate new experiences with peers and an advisor, to gain wider
perception from both and to participate in group thinking and problem
solving in a non-threatening atmosphere.
The third area is individual conferences with an advisor. Students
meet bi-weekly with their advisor to discuss at le.ngth personal and professional issues involved in their teacher training. The advisor makes on
site visitations to each student's fieldwork setting, and this may be the
focus of the discussions.
Bank Street recognizes that one's attitude toward self as a learner and
a member of society are developed during school years and are lasting
and influential in personality development. Schools need to provide
21
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integrating mechanisms and relationships, and this awesome responsibility rests with the teacher. Teacher competence needs to be closely examined, for it is especially clear in our present-day computerized climate
that content can no longer be the focus of teaching. Teachers need skills
in presenting and reinforcing concepts, and this needs to be based o n a
firm understanding of children and a relatedness to society that includes
values . The acquisition of knowledge and skills for teaching is based on
this dynamic concept o f learning and growth . The process calls fo r self
know ledge and maturing through participatio n. It is felt that through advisement " the student gains continuous insight into his own learning
process and this becomes synchronized w ith increasing understanding
of how children learn ." 18
Goals for educative process, as defined by Barbara Biber and
Charlotte Winso r, proceed from a system of values to series of goals. The
movement is from a positive feeling toward self to a realistic perception
of self and others. It includes relatedness to people, to environment and
independence. Curiosity and creativity are other goals and finall y
recovery and coping strength. The focus on these goals has lead to the
Bank Street model of advisement, which concurrently develops mastery
of theo ry, responsible apprentice training, activates feelings and regards
personal maturity as relevant to professional competence. " Moving the
student from having learned deeply to readiness (and skill) to teach
wisely.'' 19
The model also stems from the realization that reactions and personal feelings are aroused by basic human relationships and student
teaching can be filled w ith childhood emotio ns including conflict, anxiety and insight. The experience of student teaching becomes live
material for group sessions w here the practical can be pulled from
theoretical considerations and theory can gain functional meaning.
The Conference Group
The conference group is an integral part of the advisement process at
Bank Street. The formation of each group is carefully planned. Students
are matched to the advisor based on a personal essay required for admissio n into the program and o ther personal and professional qualities. The
group members are also matched, and the objective is to form a group
that is. diverse yet compatible.
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According to the college bulletin the purpose of the conference
group is to " provide students with opportunities to share experiences
and interact about ideas and problems arising from their coursework and
field practice." It is an opportunity fo r the students to integrate the
various parts of the program and to develop self awareness and adult relationships. The goals respect the deep emotional reactions the students
may h ave and provide an opportunity for personal responses and intellectual challenges. Aspects of psychodynamic theory are built into the
model , but the distinction from a group therapy model is clear. The goal
is self awareness, not self analysis. The emphasis is based on Bank Street's
stated developmental processes: competence, individuality, socialization
and integration. The goal is unimpeded movement in the direction of a
professional role with full use of those personality assets and strengths
that are particularly advantageous for the teaching role." 20
The content of the conference group is based on the students' experiences and is not pre-structured. The advisor guides the process in
varying degrees, but the emphasis is clearly on the students' needs. The
process usually develops in stages and begins with the development of a
secure, caring and learning climate. Initially the advisor may wish to acquaint the students with Bank Street's processes, expectations and
beliefs. Time is usually spent on exploring fieldwork and course work
options. Additionally the advisor is modeling her genuine acceptance of
the different personal and professional qualities each member brings to
the group.
As the year continues the group usually develops recurring themes.
Members are encouraged to share experiences, to challenge, experiment,
and reflect on their experiences and those of the other members in the
group. Clearly the accepting climate initially established is the underpinning of the group experience. Specific content usually includes
understanding children individually and in terms of child development,
curriculum development in classrooms and adult relationships influential
in the teaching profession, i.e. , cooperating teachers, adminis trators and
parents. The experiences shared are frequently interrelated, and the
development of relationships within the group, which enables group
communication, is stressed.
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The end of the year is usually based on pulling rogether themes.
Students are encouraged to develop general principles from their experiences, to formulate theory-practice connections, ro take stock o f
their strengths and needs, as well as ro plan for future professional steps.
Conference groups serve as models of learning experiences for
children. They enable the graduate student first-hand experience w ith
unified content concerning cognitive and affective development. It also
is a subjective opportunity to see the dynamic integrative process learning is and a clear instance when the student can see that there is no need
tO master the whole rationale.

Conference Group Roles
ROLE OF ADVISOR

Innate in the challenges involved in being an advisor at Bank Street is the
diversity of roles one must assume while simultaneously modeling the integrated personal and professional view articulated at Bank Street. In the
conference group the advisor must take on the role of group leader. This
includes establishing an accepting climate in which problems will be
placed in proper perspective and each member will feel the support. The
advisor must believe in the value of the interacting process itself and
relay this belief to her students. She may also need to be the catalyst in
furthering discussions, strengthening and encouraging individual
students. The ability to handle abrasive personalities w ith honesty and
tact is yet another aspect of her role as group leader.
The advisor also serves the role of teacher and model. At specific
times it is her job to provide content, resources and direct students in
pursuit of specific professional questions such as curriculum development and selection of appropriate teaching material. She needs to teach
by example and encourage each student to generalize from his shared experiences. This may mean demonstrating specific concepts or may involve remaining silent at the appropriate time.
The advisor also serves as supervisor for each member of the group.
She supervises their work in the classroom, makes monthly visits and has
an authoritative role in their fieldwork assignments.
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In addition the advisor becomes a counselor during individual sessio ns. It is then he r goal to help each student make the necessary synthesis of his pe rsonal affective experience and intellectual mastery. The re
is a line be tween counselor and therapist and the adviso r must know
when personal issues call for the rapy o nly a me ntal health specialist can
provide. The re is clearly a fusion with the goal of counseling and mental
health goals, and for that reason a psychiatrist, or o ther mental health
specialist, has in the past been brought in to work with advisors on clarifying their roles and the limitatio ns involved. They are encouraged to accept feelings and offer insight but not to reflect their analysis of deeper
issues involving the students' defenses.
Clearly the role o f advisor is multifaceted. The advisor wears many
diffe rent hats; she is group leader in the conference group setting, supervisor on fieldwork visits, and counselo r during individual sessions. Yet
clearly the re is a great deal o f overlap in roles, and he r functio ns in o ne
area do not become o bliterated when she is o pe rating primarily in
another area. Rather an integrative personality deals w ith the varying personal and professional characteristics of each membe r of the group in
each setting.
ROLE OF GROUP MEMBER

The particular role each member takes in the conference group is determined by a variety of personality factors and the specific group. Individuals tend to take o n group roles such as catalyst, o r " neutralizer,"
but the roles sho uld re main fluid.
The re are basic responsibilities and beliefs that need to be inherent
in all group members. To begin with. there needs to be a commitme nt to
the process, an o penness based o n a firm belief in the dynamic nature of
learning and teaching: " To become a teacher takes learning and
growth ." 20 This needs to be seen as the goal of the confere nce group no t
maste ry of specific content o r techniques . One also needs to see the

.
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value o f the interactive process and understand the opportunity for self
evaluation based o n peer perceptio n it affords.
The group member must also be willing to participate o n differing
levels. He must be willing to share real experiences, facts and feelings
when introducing his concerns and in response to other group members.
One member summarized her feeling regarding participation on an
emotional level as follows: " ... being invited, encouraged and permitted
to react emotionally to the deeply emotional experience of learning to be
a benign, enabling adult inevitably leads to insight and growth." 21
Each member must be w illing to play an active role in group problem solving while simultaneously developing his awareness of the impact
of group process. He must become increasingly analytic and be willing to
develop insight through the interactive process. " Ideas are seen in a new
light through the critical inspection and analysis of one's peers ; feelings
call out resonances of their sympathy, insecurities or surprise ." 22 One
must engage actively in self perception and examine what kind o f person
he is, what developmental stage he is at and reflect o n his personal and
professional goals. There must also be a willingness to develop
relationships with others in the group, and attempts need to be made at
evaluating the impact of the group on self-development.

Evaluation of Conference Group
The value of the conference group experience is o f great interest to Bank
Street College and could be of interest to other institutions as well.
Individuals from the research department at Bank Street have engaged in
follow-up studies, and advisors are continually aski ng their groups to
evaluate the impact o f the conference group on their personal and
professional development.
Research has consisted primarily of questionnaires and checklists
being completed by students who have participated in a conference
gro up. Claudia Lewis and Do rothy Bloomfield 23 have both conducted
lengthy studies. Their focus has been on content and determining which
aspects of the group experience are seen as most valuable by the
students. In Ms. Bloomfield's study the participants were asked to
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describe and evaluate the content of their meetings in the beginning,
middle and end o f the year as well as describe the climate of the gro up
and evaluate its usefulness. Ms. Lewis conce ntrated on the analysis o f
group process and group roles. Bo th studies are based o n a su bjective
analysis by ind ividual group participants.
It is clear from the diversity o f the groups that the value o f the
conference group is highly individualistic. It is dependent on the
openness o f the individual member and his ability to analyze and re flect
on his own development. It is also dependent on the degree of
cohesiveness within the group, and the group's ability to focus and
broaden its depth. Each member uses the group experience in an
individualistic manner and attempts to pull together theory-practice
connections and plan future professional roles.
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Chapter IV

REFLECTIVE ANALYSIS
As stated, the value of the conference group experience is individualistic
and of interest to Bank Street College and other educational institutions. I
was fortunate to be a member of a conference group that held evaluation
to be of great importance. My advisor wanted to take a closer look at the
workings of a conference group and to document the value of this type
of group experience, and therefore our group meetings were videotaped. Viewing the tapes at the present time has enabled me to take an indepth look at m y conference group and has given me an opportunity to
reflect on its value in retrospect.
I will focus on my feeling before the group started, my initial
impressions of the group, my view of the content and themes of our
meetings, and finally a reflective analysis will focus on how the group
changed my thinking personally and professionally.
Before the initial group meeting I completed a questio nnaire for my
advisor, Gail Hirsch . I listed the courses I had completed at Bank Street
and the course work I was taking in conjunction with field placement. I
also listed my present concerns, which at the time focused on developing
individualized programs while working with small groups o f children,
and work with classroom teachers. I stated my goals in four areas:
establishing rapport with children, rapport with adults (cooperating
teacqers, administrators, parents), spatial considerations including
classroom set-up, and diagnostic capabilities and assessment of
individual students. I also attempted to define specific educational terms
in relationship to the direction I had to move in. These included
teaching, clinical teaching, diagnosis, interpretation to child, assessment
of learning style and learning skills. In addition I analyzed my
predominant teaching style, my strongest teaching skills and what my
main problem area was and what I was doing about it. My goals for the
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year were stated succinctly: (1) manage time most effectively (2)
recognize limitations (3) increase communicatio n with parents and
classroom teachers and (4) establish clearer organization including
developing sequential programs and keeping records.
My primary focus before beginning supervised field work regarding
the advisement process was with getting an advisor. I knew that I would
take part in a conference group, but I was not foc used on specific
content. I had taken courses at Bank Street before matriculating, and I
had been concerned about meeting specific program requirements. I
wanted someone to advise my specifically on course work. As the time
approached and I received notice of a first conference meeting, I was
then curio us how the group would be formed and what role specifically I
would be taking.
The conference group model had been briefly described at the initial
group admissions interview. I knew it took place in conjunction with
field work, that an advisor would be present and that the content varied
because the focus was on what the students needed . The implicatio n was
the primary thrust was supportive, but it was not to be group therapy.
M y knowledge of specific procedures or goals was limited to the
time element. I knew we would meet on Wednesday afternoons for two
ho urs. This structure is built into Bank Street's schedule. I assumed that
specific group procedures would require I take an active role, but I did
no t know how this role would differ from my role in course work. I
must add that I came into the group with a sense of trust regarding Bank
Street College in general. I had found my previous experiences at Bank
Street supportive and wholeheartedly endorsed its basic philosophy of
educatio n.
Initial Impressions of Group
Our first meeting took place in o ur advisor's office, which was very
small. We were squeezed in and could no t possibly avoid direct contact.
Gail began the sessions with a brief recounting o f her backgro und and
asked each of us to introduce ourselves. There were five other
conference group members, and I was impressed by the diversity in
professional and personal experiences. My initial respo nse to having two
men in the group was one of surprise. Men are relatively rare at Bank
Stre~t, and two in so small a group piqued my curiosity.
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I felt comfortable with the group from the beginning, and there was
little tension. Each member briefl y told about past perso nal and
professional experiences and what he was presently doing. There was an
openness about what was said as each of us spoke. I was also struck by
the humor that emerged.
Very briefly, the group members were:
Heather-a young woman who had worked with emo tionally
disturbed children. I knew her from other classes. She had been an active
participant in class discussions, and she and I had spoken privately and
candidly on several occasions. I knew where she lived, had worked,
gone to school and a little of her private life and therefore felt comfortable with her
Susan- had a sophisticated, fashionable appearance and style. She
had extensive teaching experience and was clear that she was comfortable with teaching and was seeking a new leadership role in the field of
special education. I felt somewhat in awe of her.
Mary-appeared younger and I thought she was fresh out of undergraduate school, but she explained she had worked as a head teacher in a
pre-school setting for several years. I knew her very briefly from another
class, and I was looking forward to learning more about her.
Victor-arrived late but I was instantly struck by his assertiveness
and outwardly confident manner. He seemed definite about the quality
of his work in the past and the direction in which he wanted to move.
Dick-expressed a warm recounting of how he got to the group. His
professional life had been in an entirely different field, and he had no
experience in a formal education setting. He seemed confident but
openly said he would be asking for help from the group.
Gail- I had taken a reading class that Gail taught and admired her
knowledge in that area. She was clearly very bright and articulate and as
the new co-director o f the department of special education clearly a
person with authority. I had found her both available and demanding as a
teacher and wondered what she would be like as an advisor.
Myself- I had been teaching in various special education settings for
six years. Presently I was searching for a field work assignment as I had
given up a position as a resource room teacher because I was pregnant
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and the mother of a three year old daughter. I wanted an ideal assignment
that would help me develop needed skills in assessment and management without the pressures I had felt in the school I left.
In reviewing the second meeting, which was videotaped, I can see
the type of climate that was established. The session opened with Gail's
concern that the videotaping would interfere with group dynamics.
Everyone tried to reassure her that it was all right and gave examples of
why it was going to be acceptable. I gave the example of taping of tennis
lessons, Dick used humor-" He'd be too exhausted to care"-and Victor
changed the tone and direction with a direct question to Gail asking if
maybe she was the one most uncomfortable with the taping. Gail went
on to explain that the direction we moved in was dependent on us. The
group was not didactic, and she would not prepare content as in course
work.
·
Group bonding seemed to take place around two common
experiences. The first was in completing the personal essay required for
admission to the program, and the second was surviving registration,
which for some reason had been torturous that semester. We all exposed
weak as well as strong aspects of our professional role, and we were
clearly supportive of each other. Cultural and experiential differences
were also apparent from this exchange. One instance that stands out is
when Victor stated he worked on "survival" skills with his students . The
group accepted this, but as he continued it became apparent I, and others
as well, had not understood him. We were coming from a different frame
of reference. Victor as a Hispanic teaching in a city public high school for
the "socially maladjusted" was referring to how to ride a sµ bway, fill out
applications, meet every day life situations. My frame of reference as a
white, middle-class woman from the Midwest, who was living and
teaching in the suburbs, was with an Outward Bound type of program, in
which students are taught how to survive in the wilderness. Our
experience with a basic term, survival, had quite different connotations.

Group Process and Themes
The group started slowly each week. We shared food and personal
exchanges, stolen cars, apartment hunting, selling houses, etc. Usually
. someone would interrupt this casual exchange by sh aring a professional
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dilemma w ith the group. We would then switch gears and become quite
clear in o ur focus o n that perso n. Before responding the re usually was a
considerable amo unt o f questioning. The group demanded clarification
as to the setting, the background, the optio ns, etc. The response was the n
suppo rtive but challenging. \X'e offered specific suggestio ns and possible
insights to the situatio n.
The mood once we were focused was predo minantly serio us. We
had many light mo ments, and I found m yself chu ckling again as I viewed
the tapes, but for the most part there was a professional quality to the
group. The concerns expressed we re serious, and everyone seemed intent o n dealing with these difficult issues. The group was open· and candid in many ways. Each of us shared experiences w hen we had felt
similar concerns regarding our ability to handle situations, and often our
suggestions were based o n what we had found to work for us.
The the mes that surfaced during our first meetings and recurred
thro ughout the year dealt with a wide range of topics. The predo minant
issues appear to revolve around the following themes:
1. our position in the face of bureaucratic and authoritative demands, including o ur ability to manage a varie ty of roles in our personal
and professional lives
2. the influence of culture, family traditions and personal experience as it related to self-image and acceptance of others including our
view regarding bilingual educatio n
3. effective and fair management of students
4. evaluatio n of Bank Street's program
5. specific skill develo pment for assessment and remediation of
learning and language problems
I think it would be helpful to give specific incidents that illustrate
o ur discussions in each of these areas. There were many times when we
all brought up o ur struggle to meet bureaucratic o r autho ritative
demands, and we shared similar feelings of frustration. Early in the year
Victor shared aspects of his job as a bilingual special educato r, w hich required exte nsive testing tho ugh he felt the tests were invalid, acceptance of no n-teaching duties, and how he avoided confrontations
with staff and principal. Dick talked about the juggling o f adults in his
fi eld work assignment w hich had a master teacher and ano ther student
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teacher plus various o bservers. Susan brought up the uselessness of
repo rts and the need to use specific terms to meet funding requirements
in her inte rn placement in a language clinic in a large hospital. These
kinds o f concerns were continually expressed and led ro mo re general
discussio ns o f teacher ro le and power w ithin systems.
We all shared personal past and present experiences. Some focused
o n specific fam ily interactio ns and regional experiences; others were
mo re general discussions of the effects o f changes in o ur lives. It was
clear that o ur past experiences framed our present relationshi ps and attitudes. Inequalities in our society were clear and described during o ur
second meeting w hen a suburban school for emotionally disturbed was
compared to a city high school for socially maladjusted. We spoke of
funding issues, class actions and in particular the difficult role of the bilingual educato r who was seen as a threat in terms of jo b security by
fe llow professionals.
Management issues were brought up frequentl y. Dick in his first
teaching experience was tuned in to his master teacher's style and beginning to develop his own . He shared an example of the class of six-yearolds challenging his authority. Similarities were found in the handling o f
high school students and six-year-olds. We talked about establishing
limits, rapport, intuitiveness and specific techniques thro ughout the
year.
We talked about o ur special educatio n program at Bank Street College, what it provided us with and what elements we felt were missing.
We spoke o f the involvement, the emphasis on affect, Bank Street's
reputatio n and specific course requirements. As a group we we re slightly
re bellious and chose to igno re specific meetings and reports. We spoke
specifica lly o f the need for a testing course and the advantages/disadvantages o f a Bank Street degree in certain job possibilities .
Specific skill development dealt with a variety of concerns including
talking to parents, writing lesson plans, which tests to use and when, and
w riting summaries and reports.

Effects of Experience on Personal and Professional Life
My o riginal intention had been to include a sectio n o n group roles within
i:ny c9nference group. After viewing the tapes and renewing my tremendo us respe~t for all the members of the group , I chose no t to
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comment o n specific roles. Inclivicluals functioned primarily as initiators,
antagonizers, reconciliators and obse1Ters. but the particular role or style
of relating \\'as seen as incidental. It \\·as clear that each o f us responded
sincerely to the needs of the others. learned from each other and grew
together. A group identity was formed, a cohesiveness that resisted the
confines of specific ro les. I feel totally unqualified to comment objectively on the contributio n of the o ther members except as it relates to me
specifically.
Susan 's e ffi ciency and specific skills in the area o f setting limits,
working with other pro fessionals, and language development have been
useful models in my professional life. Her struggle in juggling family
concerns, specifically her children and husband, was especially poignant
to me as a mo ther of young child re n. Her strength and sensitivity became
very apparent as she recounted personal expe riences. She became a
model fo r me: if she could be a good mother, wife, teacher and therapist ,
feel tugged at from many direc tio ns and still meet the varied demands
and functio n on as high a level as she clearly operated-then I could as
well.
Dic k brought to the group a freshness that renewed my faith in the
teaching profession in general. His o penness, his active self-evaluatio n
and careful observatio n of other professionals and his hunger for
opportunities to expand his skills made me reflect on m y first teaching
expe rien ces. I shared some of his specific concerns such as management
of a group, but in gene ral his input gave me an opportunity to think of m y
role in much the same way I had during my first teac hing
assignment-that is, with an eagerness and confidence that in spite of my
lack o f experience and specific skill development. I could and I would
grow with my class, become an effective, supportive teacher and have
fun doing it.
Victor gave me insight into a culture diffe re nt from my own. As a
Hispanic. he was able to share personal, cultu ral experiences as a child
and teacher that pointed o ut to me my own narrow perspective. I began
to see that my benevolent attitude toward bilingual education had not
been firmly gro unded. My unde rstanding of the Hispanic culture and
othe r mino rity cultures had been superficial, as had been my
commitment to educational programs targeted for specific populations.
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I was most struck with Heather's response to an individual's specific
concern. She was relentless in her need tO help each of us. I felt as if I
could feel her thinking, " How can I help?" She openly shared experiences and always made suggestions, and her willingness to help was
powerful to me and a clue that I t00 should actively search within myself
to find ways to clarify the issues for my peers.
Mary listened most of the time. Her responses and suggestions were
noticeably shorter than the other group members. ' Perhaps as a group we
just did not give her space; perhaps that was the role she was most
comfortable with. She was clearly -part of the group and had made
personal connections with group members. As I viewed the tapes I felt
pained that I had not personally seen to it that she had more opportunity
to contribute. I winced at the times I interrupted her and the lesson she
taught me in group dynamics will not be -forgotten.
It is hard for me to separate Gail's role in the group from her role as
advisor. One group member commented that Gail had the ability to make
you feel so good during individual conferences that it took days to come
down from the clouds. She helped me to trust in my impressions and
specific skills. As a group leader, Gail stayed back. She let the group set
the pace, and if our initial reluctance to get going each week troubled her
she did not show it. She clarified points of view and modeled an
acceptance and sincere willingness to learn. She kept the focus of
individual conferences separate, and when she felt a member had
something specific to add to a discussion she made space but never
forced or paraphrased. I felt certain that private exchanges were held in
strict confidence and this degree of respect for individuals was
contagious. Her theoretical background was overwhelming at times. She
kept current with the literature and could quickly give more references
off the top of her head than any of us would have time to read in a year.
Throughout the group experience I felt this group was special, and
the group reflected this same line of thinking several times. We
commented on our willingness to be videotaped and several times
individuals asked specifically how we were chosen. Each member came
to the group with a willingness to chance the exposure o ne gets from
videotape. I feel we entered the group as a group of leaders, all with a
sense of self worth that allowed us to quickly engage with each other on a
·personal level stating successes and failures. Yet, each session we went
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thro ugh an elaborate dance before dealing ,vith issues that concerned us.
I am no t clear if this slow start was an attempt on o ur pa rt to avoid
confrontation, o r an attempt to be fair and give others space to bring up
their concerns.
My sense that the group was special had a direct relatio nship to its
value fo r me pe rsonally and professionally. I felt comfo rtable wi th Bank
Street's e nvironment and even with videotape, but I co ul d no t help but
feel the individual gro up members all surpassed me in some way o r
ano the r. What could I possibly offer this group? Would I be able to keep
up o n theoretical discussio ns? Would I get the jokes? Would I find the
w o rds to express myself and no r sound stupid? I think somewhere in the
back of m y mind I asked myself these questions. Tho ugh I wo rked hard
at believing that Bank Street's philosophy would see me through , I am
now b ette r able to see m y initial respo nse was mo re than intrigue and a
sense o f suppo rtiveness.
These threatening feelings of self-do ubt and the conflicting pride at
being part of this gro up com bined to make the particular experience
powerful for me both professionally and personally. The fact that I met
the challenge of becoming an active group membe r in this particular
g roup is extremely satisfying o n two levels. First m y own weak areas and
do ubts regarding my capabilities to functio n personally and professionally w ere shared by the other group members. These we re people I
respected , and they were clearly respected by o thers as well. I had
concerns about m y ability to keep up with them and I was greatly
relieved to discover they too had these feelings of self-do ubt.
On a second level, no t o nly were m y concerns shared , putting me
o n a mo re equal positio n , but I could in fac t help othe rs in this group. I
was able to use w hat I had learned to help Heathe r o r Ma ry o r Dick .. . I
think m y contributions were useful , not just for m yself in verbalizing
w hat I knew o r felt, but specifically for the o thers as well . As I viewed the
tapes I saw myself fu nctio ning as a "contributor," a "synthesize r" and a
"com p ro miser." I also saw myself interrup t, get off the track and get
stuc k- but in general I succeeded! I fu nctioned as a member of this
g ro up o n many levels.
My field work placeme nts were also very helpful. I had the rare
o ppo rtunity of working in two unique settings, Bank Street School for
Children and The Center for Learning and Development in New City,
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N.Y. In both settings I had warm, caring, extremely knowledgeable
master teachers as mode ls: Ann Nitzburg and Gloria Ferber. These
women conveyed an interest in me personally and professionally. They
acknowledged ce rtain skills I had, trusted in my ability to expand and
grow and gave me challenging assignments. Gail and the group frequently gave me the courage to face these demands sometimes simply by
letting me express my insec urities and thus put them in perspective,
o ther times with suggestio ns of specific teaching strategies or refe rences.
Whe re has this experience led me? As w ith any successful e ndeavor
it has given me the courage to continue to grow and seek new challenges.
I am presently leading a small group of graduate students in a course at
Bank Street College. I do no t think I would have had the courage to
accept this role if I had no t been bolstered by m y experience in o ur
confe re nce group.
I am not clear about future professional plans, but the confe re nce
gro up has enab led me to acknowledge what I can do and give, as well as
what I need to work o n . I feel more comfortable w ith myself pe rsonally
and professionally. I have had the wonderful experience of being
accepted b y individuals I respect. It has given me the courage to risk it
again .
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